
Year 6:

Class teachers:

Miss Alexander Chestnut Class

Mr East Holly Class

Mrs Jules Pine Class

Teaching Assistants:

Mrs Sammut

Ms. Willis

Miss Martin

Mrs Williams (LSA)

Mrs Beard (temp. LSA)



Reminders

PE days - children come to school in PE kit

Tuesday - Swimming

Friday - Outdoor P.E. 

ALSO - if they're at a club, they can come in PE kit that day as well.



Maths - Curriculum Overview 

At the end of each unit, we will be testing the children's retention of their 

learning. We have also begun exposing the children to past SATs 

questions. From previous years, the earlier that they are exposed the 

better understanding of the differing question types they become. 



Reading at Holy Trinity in 2022-2023



At Holy Trinity, we explore reading in lots of different ways.

In Whole Class Reading, we read a variety of books across the year.

The children really enjoy exploring these books, learning new vocabulary, reflecting on the stories and 

using them to inspire their writing.

During the week, the children will work on a variety of tasks designed to deepen their understanding and 

comprehension of the book, including expanding their general knowledge, their vocabulary and their 

inference and analytical skills.

Teachers also highlight and promote a wide range of books from class book boxes and explore other texts 

in writing lessons.



Teachers also highlight and promote a wide range of books from 

class book boxes and explore other texts in writing lessons.



During the week, we will work through the following sessions.

Looking at unfamiliar vocabulary or background 

knowledge the children will need to help them 

understand the next part of the story.

Reading the next part of the story and 

enjoying it!

Focussing on a specific chapter or extract 

we have read and discussing the children's 

understanding.

Completing an activity - often 

written - to demonstrate the 

children's comprehension of 

the story so far.

This work will be recorded in a Reading Journal.

We will continue to complete formal 'reading comprehension' to prepare children for the 

rigours of tests.



Renaissance Reading

A reminder that, as part of their weekly homework, EVERY child should be reading for a 

minimum of 20 minutes EVERY evening.

This year, we are continuing to use the online platform called Renaissance Reading to better 

help us address the individual reading needs of each child.

This platform helps us to assess each child's reading ability, provides guidance for their choice 

of books and allows us to track how well they are understanding what they are reading.

Once every half term, each child will complete an online reading assessment (called Star 

Reader).

From this, each child will be given a numerical range - for example 3.3-4.5.



All of the books in school have been labelled according to their difficulty 'level' - which is a 

single decimal number such as 3.2 or 6.7.

Children will choose a book that falls within their range from the class or year group book area.

Ideally, children should not be taking more than 3 weeks to read a book.  Within 24 hours of 

finishing the book, children should be completing the quiz on Renaissance Reading.  This 

assesses their recall and understanding of the book.  The quiz should be completed in school.

To help them remember key details from the text, we are asking that they record these after 

each time they read.  This is what the Reading and Reflection Journal is for. 

These quizzes will support teachers in assessing how well your child is understanding what 

they are reading and allow us to put interventions in where needed to boost the progress of 

your child.



What about books from home?

We are more than happy for children to continue to read their own books - in fact, we encourage it.

We would love children to continue to bring books from home or the local library.  We can easily check the 

ZPD for each book to check it is within their range, they can do this at home also (we have showed them 

how). 

If it isn't, but a child really wants to read it, we are open to that discussion on the understanding that child's 

next book is within their range.

Please encourage your children to try a range of different authors.  Don't be tempted by Tesco's book aisle 

which is predominantly David Walliams, Diary of a Wimpy Kid and Harry Potter!.  

If a book is outside their range, or isn't on the system, we will ask the child to choose a 'school' book to read 

alongside their other book.

https://www.arbookfind.co.uk/

https://www.arbookfind.co.uk/


Homework diaries

We continue to ask you or your child to record their reading in their homework diary on a 

daily basis and to sign the book at the end of the week.

Homework diaries will still be checked by a teaching assistant or the class teacher once a 

week to ensure every child is reading daily.

For homework, we expect children to read for a minimum of 20 minutes each evening.  

They are doing lots of reading in school but this extra 20 minutes is vital.  It is a chance 

for them to read for pleasure and to choose their own reading material.

In school we encourage children to read a broad range of genres, please also do so at home. 



Homework

Aims

Homework will enable parents/carers, children and the school to work in 

partnership. 

Parents will become more knowledgeable about the school curriculum.

Parents will have a clear understanding of age appropriate learning expectations 

and of their children’s progress.

Learning will be consolidated and extended.

Standards will be raised.

Pupils will make progress towards independence and individual responsibility, 

preparing them for secondary transfer.



Chrome Books

- Needed in school everyday

- Needed for core study skills as well as online homework

- Children are responsible for charging them

- Children who are not able to take a chrome book home and do not have 

a device at home, will be expected to complete online homework on a 

Friday at lunch time.



Google Classroom

All homeworks are set on Google Classroom however children are still expected to hand in a written 

copy of their Spellings homework.  



Spelling homework example

Given out on a Monday, due 

in on a Friday.



Spellzone

Teaches all English spelling rules and includes: 

‘Rule breakers’. 

Basic concepts such as vowels, consonants, syllables, prefixes and suffixes. 

Teaching text includes definitions, sentence context and learning tips.

Interactive spelling tests to check understanding. 

Results seen instantly with 'traffic lights' code to keep learning on track.

https://www.spellzone.com/what-is-spellzone.cfm

https://www.spellzone.com/what-is-spellzone.cfm


Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check - one of the best ways to learn spellings.

Listen and Spell - test learning using audio.

Spelling games - a fun way to reinforce learning.

Printable worksheets - for off-line activities and study.

Spelling Ability Test

Measures spelling ability.

Provides a baseline 'Spellzone Score'.

Creates a personal 'Course Pathway'.

Automatically retests and updates according to new learning.



Homework - set on a Monday due in on the following Monday:

Maths

Task 1 - Arithmetic

Task 2 - Assignment set on doodle (red circle)

Task 3 - We will be starting to set greater depth challenges. 

We set this for all children, however there are children who 

will know they are expected to complete this. 



Maths Homework Task 1



Maths Homework Task 2

- Complete their assignment (up to 15 questions) which 

has been set in line with what they are learning in class. 

- Keep up to date with their (daily) 5, 

6 and 7 a day if they do not get it 

completed in school. 



Why have we chosen to use 

doodle maths?







Maths Homework Task 3

We will be setting challenges that lend themselves to the Dive Deeper 

strands of problem solving and reasoning. All children will be set this 

work, but there will be targeted children who have to complete this. 



Foundation Homework and Kahoots

They will focus on something different each week and will be retrieving information from a previous year 

group.

Given out on a Monday and due in on a Friday.



Homework Diaries



A crucial component of the learning culture in the classroom is to CONTINUALLY talk with pupils about how the 

brain grows, how you can grow your abilities through practise, the gift of being able to learn from one another –

tapping into all our different strengths and that we are all born with different strengths. Talk about the brain and how 

it ‘works’ as this is central to the notion of mindsets. People with a fixed  mindset believe they are born with a 

certain amount of intelligence and that it is fixed for the rest of their lives.  People with growth mindsets however 

know that intelligence is not fixed and that you can in effect ‘grow’ your intelligence.  Brain research has made this a 

reality. 

Self-efficacy







Important dates for this academic year

SATs

Mon 8th May - Thurs 11th May

School Journey

Mon 5th June - Wed 7th June (for some)

Mon 5th June - Friday 9th June (for the rest)

We have a meeting about these in Spring term.



Communication

We are always happy to discuss any issues that may   arise.  This can be a 

few minutes after school.  It may be   that the issue requires longer than a few 

minutes in   which case we will arrange an appointment at a mutually 

 convenient time.

Homework diaries are also a good way for us to  communicate.  Please 

remind your child to show us your  note!

Most importantly, please tell us if there is anything you're unsure about as soon 

as you can so we can address it immediately. We don't want any 

miscommunication and we want to make sure that we are all always on the 

same page. 


